Abstract-Discriminative subgraphs can be used to characterize complex graphs, construct graph classifiers and generate graph indices. The search space for discriminative subgraphs is usually prohibitively large. Most measurements of interestingness of discriminative subgraphs are neither monotonic nor antimonotonic with respect to subgraph frequencies. Therefore, branch-and-bound algorithms are unable to mine discriminative subgraphs efficiently. We discover that search history of discriminative subgraph mining is very useful in computing empirical upper-bounds of discrimination scores of subgraphs. We propose a novel discriminative subgraph mining method, LTS (Learning To Search), which begins with a greedy algorithm that first samples the search space through subgraph probing and then explores the search space in a branch and bound fashion leveraging the search history of these samples. Extensive experiments have been performed to analyze the gain in performance by taking into account search history and to demonstrate that LTS can significantly improve performance compared with the state-of-the-art discriminative subgraph mining algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex structures in many scientific applications can be represented by graphs, and many data mining and database problems in graph databases, such as graph indexing [19] , graph classification [3] , [14] and graph clustering, need discriminative subgraph patterns. For example, biological structures can be stored as graphs, and in order to classify these structural graphs, discriminative subgraph patterns are demanded by graph classification algorithms to be used as features [1] , [8] , [9] ; discriminative subgraphs in biological structures are also of wide utility in locating active sites and characterizing interesting structures for drug design [1] ; program flow information can be represented as graphs and bug signatures can be identified by mining discriminative subgraphs in the graphs of failed programs and successful programs [2] .
A. Related Work
SubdueCL [7] uses beam search to look for the most discriminative subgraph patterns successively until each positive graph can be covered by at least one subgraph pattern. However, its efficiency is limited since it calculates subgraph frequencies by computing subgraph-isomorphism many times. LEAP [17] is another algorithm for mining the most discriminative subgraph pattern. LEAP proposes two novel mining techniques, structural proximity pruning and frequency-descending mining. The structural proximity pruning takes into account the fact that subgraph patterns that are structurally alike tend to have similar discrimination power. This can be used to calculate a tight upper-bound of their discrimination scores. The frequency-descending mining takes advantage of the observation that subgraphs with higher frequency are more likely to be discriminative and thus may reach the optimal solution faster.
CORK [16] uses the number of correspondences to measure the discrimination power of a subgraph pattern and thereby achieves a theoretically near-optimal solution. Given a set of subgraph patterns, the number of correspondences for a set of subgraph patterns is the total number of pairs of graphs that these subgraphs cannot discriminate. Although the solution is near-optimal in terms of minimizing the number of correspondences, using the number of correspondences as the measurement of discrimination power may be problematic because subgraphs of significantly different discrimination power can have the same number of correspondences. GraphSig [13] tackles the problem of discriminative subgraph mining from a different perspective. One of the major challenges in discriminative subgraph mining is that discriminative subgraphs may have very low frequencies which results in a huge search space. Instead of looking for discriminative subgraph patterns in the whole dataset, graphSig clusters similar graphs into small groups and searches for discriminative subgraph patterns with high frequencies within each group. First, it uses random walk to generate feature vectors for all graphs and groups together graphs with similar feature vectors. Discriminative subgraph patterns with low frequencies among all graphs may therefore have high frequencies within these groups. Then, graphSig uses relatively high frequency thresholds to mine discriminative subgraph patterns from each group. COM [11] uses a heuristic subgraph exploration order to find discriminative patterns faster. It also takes into account cooccurrences of subgraph patterns to boost the discrimination power of features. Both COM and graphSig significantly outperform LEAP in speed. GraphSig produces higher accuracy than LEAP in classifying chemical compounds. COM has comparable classification accuracy to that of LEAP for chemical compounds but gives better accuracy for proteins. GAIA [12] is the most recent development in efficient graph classification. It employs a novel subgraph pattern exploration order to enable the utility of evolutionary computation to search for discriminative subgraphs. GAIA has higher classification accuracy and faster speed than COM and graphSig for both chemical and protein graphs. However, GAIA needs parallel computing resource to have its best result.
For graph classification, an alternative solution to discriminative subgraph pattern mining is the graph kernel methods. [5] presents an optimal assignment kernel for chemical compound graphs. The idea is to compute an optimal assignment from nodes in one graph to those in another graph such that the overall matching score between two graphs is maximized. [15] defines a diffusion kernel for graph classification. They first identify frequent subgraphs from the graphs, map subgraphs to the graphs and then use a process called "pattern diffusion" to label nodes in the graphs. In the end, a graph alignment algorithm is used to compute the inner product of two graphs. [4] proposes an algorithm that incorporates the feature complexity in the learning process, using a kernel matrix weighted L 2 norm for regularization. It obtains improved regression performance over other machine learning methods that do not consider feature complexity.
B. Motivation and Our Contribution
We consider discriminative subgraph pattern mining as an optimization problem with a user-specified score function, whose search space includes all possible subgraphs. This search problem is typically solved in one of two ways: one is a greedy approach attempting to reach local optimal subgraph(s) as fast as possible; the other is a branch-and-bound approach that prunes the search space using an estimated upper-bound of the scores. We propose a new discriminative subgraph pattern mining algorithm, named LTS (Learn To Search), which integrates both approaches with novel probing and pruning techniques.
A tight estimated upper-bound of scores enables a branchand-bound algorithm to prune branches that a loose estimated upper-bound is unable to and thereby leads to a smaller search space. COM [11] and GAIA [12] compute a very loose estimated upper-bound by assuming a constant positive frequency and zero negative frequency of "descendant" patterns in the subgraph enumeration tree. LEAP [17] proposes the prune-by-structural-proximity strategy, which is based on an observation that subgraph patterns with similar structures tend to have similar scores. It allows LEAP to calculate a tighter estimated upper-bound than COM and GAIA. We discover that a tight estimated upper-bound can also be achieved by learning from search history. We characterize a pattern by a sequence of scores of the "ancestor" patterns visited on the path to the pattern and we refer to this sequence as the score record of the pattern. We first sample the search space using a probing algorithm that locates a few discriminative subgraphs and acquires their score records. Then we explore the search space in a branch-and-bound fashion, using the score records to estimate an upper bound of scores along an exploration branch. When we compute the upper-bound for "descendants" of pattern , we look for a pattern probed during the first phase whose score record is the same as that of and use the observed upper-bound of as the estimated upper-bound for . To facilitate this idea, the probing algorithm needs to be able to find subgraph patterns with high scores in a short amount of time. If the probing algorithm is unable to reach subgraph patterns with high discrimination scores, then the upper-bound based on the sample subgraphs from the probing algorithm tend to be underestimated and thus the optimal subgraph pattern may be missed. If the probing algorithm is very slow, then even if it finds subgraphs with high scores, it is still unable to improve the overall efficiency of the search. We propose an efficient probing algorithm that satisfies both requirements and also approaches the optimal score fast.
In a branch-and-bound algorithm that looks for the most discriminative subgraph(s), if the estimated upper-bound of scores along a search branch is not greater than the optimal score found so far, then the branch can be pruned without the risk of missing the optimal solution. Therefore, the higher the optimal score found so far, the more the pruned search space. Note that the optimal score found so far is always less than or equal to the true optimal score in the search space. So approaching the optimal score faster leads to more efficient pruning. LEAP achieves this goal by frequency-descending mining, which searches for discriminative subgraph patterns with high frequencies first to find a high score and then searches again with the help of the high score to prune. This search technique is based on an observation that subgraphs with high frequencies are more likely to have high scores. COM approaches the optimal score faster by exploring candidate subgraph patterns in the order of their changes in scores from their ancestors, which leverages the observation that patterns that have dramatic increase in scores are very likely to lead to patterns with even higher scores. GAIA utilizes evolutionary computation to approach the optimal score even faster, based on the assumption that patterns with higher scores are more likely to lead to the optimal pattern. In this paper, we propose a greedy probing algorithm, namely fast-probe, to efficiently locate sample subgraphs with high scores and compute their score records. These subgraphs and score records are used to achieve efficient pruning in the subsequent branch-and-bound search for discriminative subgraph patterns. Fast-probe only preserves and extends the best candidate subgraph patterns discovered so far. It uses multiple-lineage exploration instead of single-lineage exploration to compensate for its aggressiveness in pruning patterns and allow it to still find patterns with high discrimination scores. Our proposed algorithm LTS is a twostep method. First it invokes fast-probe to acquire search history and then performs a branch-and-bound search which utilizes the optimal scores from fast-probe as a starting point and estimates upper-bound based on search history. Experimental results show that fast-probe alone is a competitive discriminative subgraph mining algorithm compared with state-of-the-art competitors, and moreover, LTS as a whole can find even better subgraph patterns without prolonged runtime.
C. Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review the preliminary knowledge for discriminative subgraph mining. Section III compares singlelineage exploration and multiple-lineage exploration and justifies why we adopt the latter. Section IV introduces the rationale of fast-probe and how it works. Section V explains how we model search history and how it is used to estimate upper-bounds. In Section VI, we demonstrate using extensive experiments the efficiency of the proposed algorithm and its advantage over other state-of-the-art competitors. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES DEFINITION 1 (Graph). A graph is denoted as
, , where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges connecting the nodes. Both nodes and edges can have labels. Fig. 1 shows an example of two sets of graphs. For example, in Fig. 1 , is a subgraph of . DEFINITION 3 (Frequency). Given a graph set , the frequency of a subgraph pattern is defined as:
The input of a discriminative subgraph pattern mining problem is usually composed of two sets of graphs: a positive set and a negative set , as shown in Fig. 1 . We denote | by and | by . For example, in Fig. 1 , is 1 and is 0.2. DEFINITION 4 (Discrimination Score). The discrimination score of a subgraph pattern is the value of a user-specified objective function of its positive and negative frequencies. The more discriminative the pattern, the larger the discrimination score. In this paper, by default we define the discrimination score as: log For example, in Fig. 1 , log 0 and log . log 5.
We do not use the absolute value because it is very rare that the negative frequency is much higher than the positive frequency of , as a result of highly diverse negative sets in most applications. Therefore, we only need to consider patterns with high positive frequencies and low negative frequencies.
To avoid the problem of denominator being zero in the objective function, when calculating the negative frequencies, we can replace zero with a small positive value ε. Thus, the negative frequency of any pattern is never zero. For simple illustration, all examples in this paper do not have zero negative frequencies.
Given a positive set and a negative set of graphs, the goal of discriminative subgraph pattern mining is to find the subgraph pattern with the highest discrimination score for each positive graph. The output is a set of discriminative subgraphs. The resulting set may contain as few as only one pattern if all positive graphs share the same optimal pattern. We only consider discriminative subgraph patterns in the positive set because in most cases the negative set contains graphs that lack certain property or function and thus is too diverse to have highly discriminative subgraph patterns. If there is a need to find discriminative subgraph patterns in the negative set, users can simply switch the labels of the two input graph sets and the algorithm will treat the negative set as the positive set.
III. PATTERN EXPLORATION ORDER
Almost all efficient subgraph pattern exploration methods, such as gSpan [18] and FFSM [10] , start with subgraphs having only one edge and extend them to larger subgraphs by adding one edge at a time. Each large subgraph pattern can be directly extended from more than one smaller subgraph patterns. For example, in Fig. 1 If a pattern exploration method allows a pattern to have multiple lineages, we call this exploration method a multiplelineage exploration; otherwise, we call it a single-lineage exploration. Fig. 2 shows examples of multiple-lineage exploration and single-lineage exploration for the graph sets in Fig. 1 . Each node represents a subgraph pattern (only patterns with less than 3 edges are shown for illustration) in the graph sets and there is a directed edge from node to node if in the exploration method pattern is allowed to be reached by extending .
A subgraph pattern may have multiple possible lineages. Thus, multiple-lineage exploration is more natural than single- The major advantage of single-lineage exploration is that it is more efficient than multiple-lineage exploration in subgraph pattern enumeration without missing any pattern. In a singlelineage exploration method, each subgraph pattern is enumerated only once while a multiple-lineage exploration method may visit a pattern multiple times through different lineages. For example, in Fig. 2 , the multiple-lineage exploration visits pattern A-B-B twice while the single-lineage exploration visits it only once. In addition, the average number of subgraph extensions performed for each subgraph pattern in single-lineage exploration is less than that in multiple-lineage exploration. For example, in Fig. 2 , each subgraph pattern with one edge performs three extension operations on average 1 in multiple-lineage exploration while the average number of extension operations in single-lineage exploration is 1.5. Extension operation is the most costly operation in subgraph enumeration, thus algorithms requiring fewer extensions are highly favourable. In applications where subgraph patterns are much larger and more complex, the difference in number of extension operations becomes even larger. As a result, single-lineage exploration is preferred in most subgraph mining algorithms.
However, single-lineage exploration has the problem that its result is sensitive to subgraph pruning. Since each subgraph pattern can only be reached through a single lineage, we will miss a subgraph pattern if any subgraph on its lineage is pruned. On the contrary, multiple-lineage exploration is much more tolerant of subgraph pruning because a subgraph pattern can be reached through more than one lineage. This difference does not create any problem for using single-lineage exploration in frequent subgraph mining because of the antimonotonicity property of pattern frequency. In frequent subgraph mining, if pattern is in the lineage of pattern and is a wanted (i.e. frequent) pattern, then must also be wanted by the mining algorithm. However, in discriminative subgraph pattern mining, the redundancy in multiple-lineage exploration becomes its advantage over single-lineage exploration. Objective functions to measure discrimination power of subgraphs are usually not antimonotonic. If pattern is in the lineage of pattern and is a wanted (i.e. discriminative) pattern, is not necessarily wanted. Under such circumstances, multiple-lineage exploration can be aggressive in pruning patterns with low discrimination scores while single-lineage exploration cannot afford to prune any pattern unless it is absolutely certain that the pattern will not lead to any discriminative pattern.
For example, in Fig. 1 , A-B-C is a highly discriminative subgraph pattern in the positive set while A-B is not discriminative as it appears in every positive and negative graph. The single-lineage exploration shown in Fig. 2 cannot prune A-B because otherwise A-B-C will be missed. The multiple-lineage exploration in Fig. 2 can afford to prune A-B since A-B-C can also be reached from B-C.
In our proposed algorithm, LTS, we adopt multiple-lineage exploration to reduce the risk of missing the most discriminative subgraph patterns due to pruning. We use CCAM code [12] to encode subgraph patterns and maintain a lookup table for subgraph patterns that have been extended to avoid extending a subgraph pattern repeatedly. Embeddings of subgraph patterns in the graph sets are also maintained to facilitate subgraph extension and frequency calculation. IV. FAST PROBING SUBGRAPH PATTERN SPACE As mentioned in Section I, a greedy algorithm can often reach a (relatively) discriminative subgraph quickly. Even though it may not be the optimal one, its score can be used to prune the search space. The higher the score, the better the pruning power. For example, let the estimated upper-bound for descendants of be 1.0. By the time is visited, if the best score so far is 1.2, all descendants of p can be pruned. But if the best score found so far is only 0.5, we are not able to perform any pruning.
We propose a greedy algorithm called fast-probe to generate a good sample of discriminative subgraphs to facilitate the subsequent branch-and-bound search. Fast-probe maintains a list of candidate subgraph patterns to be processed. The candidate list is initialized with all single-edge subgraph patterns in . It repeatedly draws and processes a candidate pattern from the list as long as the list is not empty. If pattern is the optimal pattern for any positive graph at the time it is processed, fast-probe computes all extensions of in the positive set with one more edge and put an extension into the candidate list if the extension has not be generated before; otherwise, is discarded. Fast-probe terminates when the candidate list becomes empty. This process is efficient since only the best subgraphs are extended to generate candidate patterns. The algorithm is described in Fig. 3 .
Multiple-lineage exploration for the example in Fig. 1 Single-lineage exploration for the example in We define an indicator function for a subgraph pattern p as follows:
1, , 0, If function is antimonotonic as patterns are extended, then when a pattern is visited and it fails to be the optimal pattern for any positive graph (i.e. = 0), we can safely prune and any lineages extended from . No supergraph of will be the optimal pattern for any positive graph because of the antimonotonicity property that once = 0 no supergraph of will have = 1. If this assumption is true, then the search process would become very efficient as only good patterns need to be considered. And single lineage exploration would have been sufficient.
However, this assumption is not always true because discrimination scores of patterns may increase as patterns become larger. Therefore, even if a pattern p is not the optimal pattern for any positive graph, a supergraph of may be the optimal pattern for some positive graph because its score is greater than the score of .
Nevertheless, the assumption does not have to hold for all subgraph patterns to make fast-probe work. In fact, for the most discriminative subgraph pattern, as long as the assumption holds for at least one of its lineages, the optimal pattern will be found. Using multiple-lineage exploration helps because the likelihood of the assumption being true for at least one lineage is much larger in multiple-lineage exploration than in single-lineage exploration. In addition, the most discriminative subgraph pattern will not be missed as long as patterns in its lineages are optimal patterns for one positive graph at the time they are visited. This is very likely to be true: it is typical that some positive graphs are covered by multiple highly discriminative subgraphs while others do not have highly discriminative subgraphs. We call the former as "rich" graphs and the latter as "poor" graphs. Ancestors for the highly discriminative subgraphs for "rich" graphs may cover "poor" graphs when their positive frequencies are still high. Let be the most discriminative subgraph for a "rich" graph and be another highly discriminative subgraph for .
Let be visited before any ancestor of is visited. Patterns in the lineages of may not be the optimal patterns for when they are visited because they may not be as discriminative as . However they may be the optimal patterns for some "poor" graphs and thus survive and produce a lineage to . The most discriminative subgraphs for "poor" graphs may be missed when there are no "poorer" graphs for their ancestors to survive. In this case, a subsequent (branch and bound) search may be needed to recover the most discriminative subgraphs missed by fast-probe.
V. UPPER-BOUND ESTIMATION BY LEARNING FROM SEARCH
HISTORY A tight estimated upper-bound of scores may improve the efficiency of branch-and-bound algorithms. For example, when is visited, let the optimal score of any patterns visited so far be 1.2. If the estimated upper-bound is 1.5 (loose), then the algorithm cannot prune any descendants of ; but if the estimated upper-bound is 1.1 (tight), then the algorithm can prune all descendants of .
We first study a simple way for upper-bound estimation. According to the definition, the discrimination score increases as the negative frequency decreases, and decreases as the positive frequency decreases. A simple estimation of upperbound for scores of descendants of is achieved when the positive frequency remains the same as that of and the negative frequency is zero: log , where is a small value to replace 0. This is a very loose upper-bound especially when the positive and negative frequencies of are high. In most cases, adding edges to causes both positive and negative frequencies to decrease. If the negative frequency decreases faster than the positive frequency, then the pattern becomes more and more discriminative; otherwise, the pattern becomes less discriminative. If the negative frequency of is high, many edges need to be added to it to achieve zero negative frequency and as a result the positive frequency drops significantly as well. For example, in chemical compound graphs, C-C has positive and negative frequencies almost equal to 100% as it is prevalent in chemical compounds. However, its most discriminative descendants typically have positive frequency less than 15% and negative frequency close to zero. Therefore, the optimal discrimination score is much lower than the estimated upper-bound, which results in inefficient pruning.
Previous discriminative subgraph mining algorithms takes advantage of the correlations between score (or frequency) of a pattern and the largest score that the descendants of the pattern may have in designing exploration orders, in order to approach the optimal score as fast as possible. However, such correlations are qualitative and can only serve as a heuristic guidance. We propose to learn quantitative correlations from search history and use them to estimate tight upper-bounds. DEFINITION 6 (score record). Given a lineage of pattern , … , the score record for is a sequence of scores for the patterns in the lineage:
, , … , ,
: positive graph set : negative graph set Candidate_list: the set of subgraph patterns to be extended 1. Put all single-edge subgraph patterns into candidate_list 2. while (candidate_list is not empty) 3.
p  get next pattern and remove it from candidate_list 4.
updated  false 5.
for each graph in 6.
if > optimal score for so far 7.
update the optimal pattern and optimal score for 8.
updated  true 9.
if (not updated) 10. continue 11.
C  all subgraph patterns with one more edge attached to 12.
for each pattern q in C 13.
if q has not been generated before 14.
put q into candidate_list 15. return the optimal pattern for each in A discriminative subgraph mining process always generates many score records, which can be organized into a prefix tree, called prediction tree. Fig. 4 shows an example of score records and the corresponding prediction tree. Each tree node is labelled with score and the root node is labelled with 0.0, which is the score of an empty subgraph. In our implementation, we discretize scores evenly into 10 bins and use the discretized scores as labels. In the example, we use the original scores as labels for the sake of intuitive illustration. In addition to the score label, each tree node is also associated with the maximum score in the sub-tree rooted at this node. The score records and the corresponding prediction tree can be considered as a sample of the whole search space. Therefore, the maximum score at each tree node is an estimated upper-bound in the search space. For example, for a pattern p with score record (0.5, 0.7, 1.0), its maximum score in the prediction tree is 1.5 and thus its estimated upper-bound in the search space is 1.5. We organize the sample space by scores (rather than by subgraph structures in the search space) because it is much easier to compare scores than structures. Sometimes the score record of a pattern is absent in the tree, so we additionally generate a lookup table, named prediction table, to aggregate the information in the tree. The key for each entry in the prediction table is composed of the number of edges in the pattern and the score of the pattern. The value stored at each entry is the maximum score of the descendants of the patterns with the corresponding size and score in the sample space. For example, if the score record of is (0.4, 0.8), which cannot be found in the prediction tree, then we use the key <2, 0.8> to look for an upper-bound estimation in the prediction table, which returns 1.0. The search history H is composed of the prediction tree and the prediction table. If neither the score record nor the <size, score> pair of can be found in H, then we use the loose upper-bound estimation discussed earlier in this section. Fig. 6 summarizes the algorithm for upper-bound estimation based on history H.
Using search history to estimate upper-bound bears the risk of underestimating upper-bound if the discriminative subgraph mining process, which provides the score records, fails to capture a good sample of high discrimination scores. This will result in inefficient pruning and thus prolonged execution time. However, there is little impact to the mining process if the greedy sampling misses many low discrimination scores because, although these score records may be absent in the prediction tree, the prediction table can still provide a reasonably tight upper-bound estimation and we always have the last resort to the loose estimation.
LTS first uses fast-probe to collect score records and generates search history H, which includes a prediction tree of score records and a prediction table aggregating the score records. LTS utilizes a vector F to keep track of the optimal pattern for each positive graph: F[i] stores the optimal pattern for positive graph . Vector F is updated with the optimal patterns found by fast-probe, which compose a better starting point than single-edge subgraphs, before the following branch-and-bound search. Then LTS performs a branch-andbound search in the subgraph search space and uses a candidate list to keep track of candidate subgraph patterns. Its goal is to find the most discriminative subgraph for each positive graph. When the branch-and-bound search begins, the candidate list is initialized with all subgraphs with one edge. LTS repeatedly pops one subgraph from the candidate list at a time until the candidate list becomes empty. LTS uses CCAM code [12] (F[i] ) with supporting . If the upper-bound is not greater than the optimal score of any positive graph supporting , then is discarded from further extension. Note that for each pattern, we only consider the positive graphs supporting this pattern when updating optimal scores and pruning with the estimated upper-bound because we are looking for the optimal pattern for each positive graph. If is preserved, LTS computes all of its extensions with one more edge in the positive set. The extensions that have not been visited before 2 are put into the candidate list. Fig. 7 summarizes the algorithm for LTS. Figure 4 : an example of search records and the corresponding prediction tree and prediction table Figure 5 : the algorithm for finding the tree node in the prediction tree of search history according to a score record 2 That is, they are not present in the lookup table for subgraphs.
Algorithm: prediction_tree_search(h(p), par, cur)
: a subgraph pattern h(p): the score record for a lineage of par: a tree node in the prediction tree of search history cur: an integer number indicating the current level in the prefix tree 1. n  the child node of par whose score equals in h(p) 2. if (n is empty) 3.
return empty 4. if (cur = | |) 5.
return n 6. else 7.
return prediction_tree_search(h(p), n, cur+1) VI. EXPERIMENTS The algorithm was implemented in C++ and compiled with g++. The experiments were performed on a 2.20 GHz dualcore and 3.7 GB memory PC running Ubuntu Linux 10.04 64-bit version. In the experiments, we use discriminative subgraphs found by fast-probe or LTS to perform graph classification and measure the performance of fast-probe or LTS by its runtime and classification accuracy. To build graph classifiers based on the discriminative subgraph patterns found by LTS, we generate a classification rule for each pattern from LTS in the form of "if a graph supports is positive". Then we select classification rules to compose graph classifiers, optimizing normalized accuracy in the training sets. This classifier generation process is the same as that of GAIA [12] . The rationale for using classification accuracy to measure performance is that the simple classifiers described above demand highly discriminative subgraphs to achieve high accuracy and thus the classification accuracy directly reflects the discrimination power of the subgraphs. In the end of this section, we also compare the best score found by LTS and the best score found by LEAP [17] .
All experiments involving classification are performed with 5-fold cross-validation unless otherwise specified. We measure the classification accuracy by normalized accuracy, which is defined as follows.
In this section, we are going to demonstrate: 1) Power of multiple-lineage exploration: fast-probe using multiple-lineage exploration achieves much higher classification accuracy than using single-lineage exploration with comparable speed. 2) High performance of fast-probe: fast-probe alone is sufficient to achieve competitive classification accuracy for some datasets and outruns competitors. 3) Effectiveness of using search history: when fast-probe produces inferior classification results, LTS can significantly improve classification accuracy and outperform competitors. 4) Efficiency in optimal pattern mining: LTS excels LEAP in mining the optimal subgraph pattern in terms of runtime with comparable or even better optimal scores. It demonstrates the efficiency of our upper-bound estimation based on search history since it represents the major difference between LTS and LEAP.
A. Description of the Datasets
We use protein datasets and chemical compound datasets in our experiments. The protein datasets consist of protein structures from Protein Data Bank 3 classified by SCOP 4 (Structural Classification of Proteins). As for protein datasets, we select all large SCOP families with more than 25 members (listed in Table I ). In each dataset, protein structures in a selected family are taken as the positive set. Unless otherwise specified, we randomly select 256 outsider proteins (i.e., not members of the 16 families) as a common negative set used by all 16 protein datasets. The same datasets were used in [11] and [12] . To generate a protein graph, each graph node denotes an amino acid, whose location is represented by the location of its alpha carbon. There is an edge between two nodes if the distance between the alpha carbons of two amino acids is less than 11.5 angstroms. Nodes are labeled with their amino acid type and edges are labeled with the discretized distance between the alpha carbons. On average, each protein graph has approximately 250 nodes and 2700 edges. The chemical compound datasets consist of chemical compound structures from PubChem 5 classified by their biological activities, listed in Table II . Each compound can be either active or inactive in a bioassay. The same datasets are used in [11] - [13] , [17] . For each bioassay, we randomly select 400 active compounds as the positive set and 400 inactive : positive graph set : negative graph set F: a vector maintaining the optimal pattern for each positive graph Candidate_list: the set of subgraph patterns to be extended H: search history of the patterns visited by fast-probe 1. F  fast-probe( , ) and store search history of the patterns visited by fast-probe in H 2. Put all single-edge subgraph pattern into candidate_list 3. while (candidate_list is not empty) 4.
 get next pattern and remove it from candidate_list 5.
is_promising  false 6.
for each graph in that supports
if (not is_promising) 12. continue 13.
C  all subgraph patterns with one more edge attached to 14.
for each pattern q in C 15.
if q has not been generated before 16. put q into candidate_list 17. return the optimal pattern for each in 
B. Power of Multiple-lineage exploration
First, we study the importance of using multiple-lineage exploration rather than single-lineage exploration as discussed in Section III. We implement two versions of fast-probe: one with multiple-lineage exploration and the other with singlelineage exploration, respectively. We refer to the former as ME-fast-probe and the latter as SE-fast-probe. Fig. 8 shows the normalized accuracy comparison between the two versions of fast-probe for chemical compound datasets. SE-fast-probe is obviously incompetent in finding discriminative subgraphs for its accuracy is around 50%, while ME-fast-probe has much better performance with an average accuracy around 70%. The low accuracy of SE-fast-probe is due to its intolerance of missing patterns and the aggressive pruning strategy of fastprobe. ME-fast-probe benefits from its redundancy in exploration and is able to find discriminative subgraph patterns in spite of the extremely aggressive pruning strategy. Fig. 9 compares the runtime of the two versions of fast-probe. Although ME-fast-probe is slower than SE-fast-probe, the difference is acceptable. The redundancy in exploration of ME-fast-probe does not lead to very poor runtime performance because many subgraphs are removed from extension by the pruning strategy. Therefore, the redundant exploration method and the highly aggressive pruning strategy complement each other well. 
C. Efficiency of fast-probe
We also compare fast-probe with three state-of-the-art discriminative subgraph mining algorithms, GAIA [12] , COM [11] and graphSig [13] , using the chemical compound datasets. The parameter settings (listed in Table III) for GAIA, COM and graphSig are the same as those used in [11] , [12] and [13] for chemical datasets since we are using the same datasets. The number of CPUs used by GAIA is set to be 1 in order to optimize its normalized accuracy. Using more than one CPU for chemical datasets does not lead to higher accuracy for GAIA. There is no parameter for fast-probe. We do not compare with frequent subgraph mining algorithms because it is computationally intractable to enumerate all the subgraph patterns and then find discriminative subgraphs among them. 
Runtime (seconds)
Bioassay ID ME-fast-probe SE-fast-probe Fig. 10 compares the normalized accuracy between the four algorithms. On average, the normalized accuracy of fast-probe is 6.07% higher than that of COM and 2.67% higher than that of graphSig. We perform paired t-test to evaluate the statistical significance of such difference in normalized accuracy. The lower the p-value is, the more statistically significant the difference is. The p-value for the improvement over graphSig is 0.003 and the p-value for the improvement over COM is 1.72*10 -8 . GAIA and fast-probe have similar normalized accuracy (GAIA's accuracy slightly lower by 0.06%). The difference is not statistically significant, but fastprobe runs faster than GAIA. Fig. 11 shows the runtime comparison between the four algorithms. On average, fastprobe is 4.76 times faster than COM and 34.35 times faster than graphSig. Fast-probe outruns GAIA in 9 out of 11 chemical compound datasets and its average speed is 1.8 times faster. The differences in runtimes are statistically significant at the 0.005 level.
This experiment shows that fast-probe alone is a highly competitive discriminative subgraph mining method for chemical compound datasets. 
D. Effectiveness of Using Search History
We compare the classification accuracy of fast-probe and LTS. Fast-probe is part of LTS and is invoked first to generate search history. Fig. 12 shows the normalized accuracy comparison between fast-probe and LTS for chemical datasets. It can be seen that LTS and fast-probe produce almost same classification accuracy in chemical compound datasets. LTS cannot further improve the classification accuracy of fast-probe in chemical datasets because fast-probe is already very efficient for these datasets and has comparable, if not better, performance compared with state-of-the-art algorithms. When the highly discriminative subgraph patterns are already found, further search in the pattern space cannot lead to better classification accuracy unless more sophisticated classifier generation methods are used. LTS has slightly worse result than fast-probe for some chemical datasets because higher discrimination scores 6 in the training set do not necessarily guarantee higher classification accuracy in the test set when the difference in discrimination scores is marginal. Discrimination score is calculated based on the training set while the classification is performed on the test set. If the score of is only slightly greater than the score of in the training set, it is possible that the score of is slightly less than that of in the test set. Selecting the pattern with higher score in the training set may sometimes produce slightly lower accuracy in the test set. Fig. 13 compares the normalized accuracy of LTS and fastprobe using protein datasets. LTS outperforms fast-probe in terms of accuracy in 14 out of 16 protein datasets. In 5 protein datasets LTS improves accuracy by more than 10%. On average, LTS improve normalized accuracy by 8.06% compared with fast-probe and the p-value for this improvement is 0.003.
The results of the two comparisons in chemical datasets and protein datasets are consistent with the fact that protein graphs are much more complex than chemical graphs for protein graphs have more nodes, higher edge degrees and more diverse labels (chemical graphs have more labels, but the majority of nodes are labelled as Carbon, Oxygen or Nitrogen and most edge are labelled as single-bond). It is harder to mine the most discriminative subgraph patterns in protein graphs because of the much larger search space. As a result, fast-probe is relatively incompetent and LTS is able to improve accuracy significantly for protein graphs. This is contrary to the case of chemical graphs where fast-probe is highly efficient and LTS does not improve its accuracy.
For protein graphs, we compare LTS with GAIA and COM (graphSig is optimized for chemical graphs, so it achieves only ~50% normalized accuracy for protein graphs and takes significantly longer time than COM and GAIA). The parameter settings (listed in Table IV) are the same as those used in [11] and [12] for protein graphs, respectively. The number of CPUs is set to be 32 for GAIA to optimize the accuracy. When the number of CPUs used by GAIA is less 6 We will show in next subsection that patterns found by LTS have higher scores than fast-probe. Fig. 14 shows the normalized accuracy comparison between LTS, GAIA and COM using protein datasets. LTS outperforms GAIA in 11 out of 16 protein datasets and excels COM in 12 out of 16 datasets in terms of normalized accuracy. The average normalized accuracy of LTS is 1.63% higher than that of GAIA and 4.32% higher than that of COM. The pvalue for LTS's improvement over GAIA is 0.033 and the pvalue for LTS's improvement over COM is 0.0006. Fig. 15 compares the runtime of LTS, GAIA and COM. In order to reflect the search efficiency, we multiply the runtime of GAIA by 32 for it uses 32 processes searching in parallel. Even though GAIA returns the result in a short amount of time t, its actual search time is much longer than what t indicates. It can be seen that after taking the total CPU cycles consumed as runtime, GAIA becomes an order of magnitude slower than LTS and COM. In most protein datasets, LTS has comparable speed with COM. On average, LTS is 11.3 times faster than GAIA when the actual computation time is considered and 1.88 times slower than COM with significantly higher accuracy. In spite of this, the runtime efficiency of LTS is still remarkable. We also implement a naive branch-and-bound search using the simplest upperbound estimation (fast-probe is used to provide starting optimal scores). It runs for more than 10 minutes before it runs out of memory in the end on a protein dataset. Besides, COM requires user input in setting the suitable positive and negative frequency thresholds which determines the efficiency of the search space pruning. LTS does not require such information from users. 
E. Quality of Individual Patterns
Although LTS aims to find a set of discriminative subgraph patterns rather than the most discriminative subgraph pattern as LEAP does, the high classification accuracy of LTS is not a mere result of complementary weak features. In fact, the best subgraph pattern found by LTS is as good as, if not better than, the best pattern found by LEAP. We run both LTS and LEAP to look for the subgraph pattern with the highest g-test score for each dataset (We use g-test in this experiment because it is used in the original implementation of LEAP). The g-test score of a pattern is defined as:
LEAP has a parameter σ to control the leap length. The larger the value of σ, the faster the search. But a large σ often results in low optimal score found by LEAP. We set the leap length σ to be 0.05 which is the lowest leap length LEAP can handle without running out of memory. We also set the terminating positive frequency threshold equal to 20% for LEAP's frequency-descending mining 7 for protein datasets because all discriminative subgraph patterns found by LTS, GAIA and COM in protein datasets have positive frequency greater than 20%. For chemical compound datasets, we set the terminating positive frequency threshold to be 5% for LEAP's frequency-descending mining. LTS and fast-probe are parameter free. Fig. 16 compares the optimal scores found by LTS and LEAP in protein datasets. Out of the 16 protein datasets, LTS has higher optimal score than LEAP in 10 datasets and has same optimal score with LEAP in 3 datasets. LEAP has better optimal score than LTS in only 3 out of 16 protein datasets. On average, the optimal score found by LTS is higher than that of LEAP by 0.4 and the p-value for this improvement is 0.03. Fig. 17 shows the runtime comparison 8 between LTS and LEAP using protein datasets. LTS always outruns LEAP and the average speed of LTS is 50 times faster than that of LEAP. The p-value for this improvement in runtime is 0.018. Fig. 18 compares the optimal scores found by LTS, LEAP and fast-probe in chemical datasets. Although fast-probe has the same classification accuracy as LTS (shown in Fig. 12 ), the optimal patterns found by fast-probe are not as good as those found by LTS. On average, the optimal scores found by LTS are higher than those from fast-probe by 0.076. The pvalue for this difference is 0.0077. When comparing LTS and LEAP using chemical datasets, we can see that they have very similar performance in terms of optimal scores. Out of 11 chemical datasets, LTS has higher optimal scores than LEAP in 6 datasets, lower optimal sores in 4 datasets and same score in 1 dataset. The average optimal score of LTS is slightly higher than that of LEAP by 0.023. The p-value for this difference is 0.46, which is statistically insignificant. Fig. 19 shows the runtime comparison between LTS and LEAP using chemical datasets. LTS is always faster than LEAP. The average speed of LTS is 6.5 times faster than that of LEAP. The p-value for this runtime improvement is 0.0007.
Since both LTS and LEAP use the branch-and-bound search framework and the major difference lies in their upperbound estimation approaches, the advantage of LTS over LEAP can be attributed to the upper-bound estimation based on search history. The optimal scores from fast-probe do not play a main role in the high efficiency of LTS in protein datasets because the basic branch-and-bound search using optimal scores from fast-probe is still inefficient as mentioned in the previous subsection. 7 It begins with a positive frequency threshold equal to 80% and terminates when the positive frequency threshold becomes lower than 20%. 8 We do not run 5-fold cross-validation in this experiment, so the runtime in Fig. 17 is different from that in Fig. 15 . discriminative subgraph mining by learning from search history. We devise a fast discriminative subgraph mining algorithm, namely fast-probe, to efficiently collect score records of subgraphs with high discrimination scores by using multiple-lineage exploration and an aggressive pruning strategy that only considers the optimal patterns. Then we organize the score records into a prediction tree and a prediction table to summarize upper-bound information in the sample search space visited by fast-probe. A subsequent branch-and-bound search is performed on the whole search space with upper-bound estimation based on the prediction tree and the prediction table. The overall algorithm LTS, which includes fast-probe and the consequent branch-andbound search, searches for the most discriminative subgraph pattern for each positive graph. We first evaluate the performance of fast-probe and LTS by their runtime and the classification accuracy of graph classifiers built on the patterns found by them. Experiments demonstrate that fastprobe alone is already highly competitive in chemical datasets compared with state-of-the-art discriminative subgraph mining algorithms and thus LTS does not further improve classification accuracy. In the more complex protein datasets, LTS can significantly improve classification accuracy by the branch-and-bound search following fast-probe. LTS also has statistically significant improvement in normalized accuracy over state-of-the-art methods in protein datasets with comparable, if not higher, runtime efficiency. When used to mine the optimal subgraph pattern for the whole positive set, LTS outperforms LEAP dramatically in terms of runtime with comparable, if not better, optimal scores, which also demonstrates the value of learning from search history since both LTS and LEAP adopt the branch-and-bound framework but differ in that LEAP uses structural-proximity for upperbound estimation and LTS uses search history for upperbound estimation.
